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Cousins Cum is a story of two brothers raised in a wonderful and loving incestuous family. The early chapters
chronicle the cumming of age for Mike and Susie’s 15 year old twin boys who are fashion models and their 10 and 12
year old daughters. They visit Mike’s brother Tom and his family after Mike learns about their sexual adventures as a
family (see A Boy Learns to Write Porn for Tom and Patsy’s family sexual awakening). In Chapter 2 the twins lose
their male/female virginity to their sisters. Chapter 3 chronicles the loss of all of the boy cousins’ male/male virginity.
Seth looses his virginity to Zane and Zeb. The other boys are mounted by their fathers. In chapter 4 there are intense
mating scenes between mothers and sons and fathers and daughters. We also see the development of a sexual
relationship between Andrew and 12 year old Seth.
In Chapter 5 the 15 year old twins continue their sexual exploration of their 10 year old sister. The cousins learn about
Karen’s secret. Brian puts on an interesting show for his sister and cousins that is to say the least highly stimulating.
We also see the twins have the opportunity to make love to each other. We discover young Emma’s fascination with
cousin Brian’s 7 ½” member.
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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Cousins Cum 5
Susie asks Zane to get her some ice tea. He walks over to the outside bar and pours a
glass for his mom. He watches his twin mating with their 10 year old sister. After
watching Zeb and Emma for a few moments, Zane has a raging erection. He gives his
mother the tea and turns to watch Zeb and Emma climax. Zane walks over and sits
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beside Emma. Zane tenderly rubs her back while his twin’s semi erect penis is still
embedded in the young flower. Zane leans over and kisses Emma’s lips tenderly.
You two look so sexy mating. Zane tells Zeb and Emma.
Emma looks at Zane with a sparkle in her eyes. You look pretty sex too when you and
Zeb were kissing and feeling each other up. That was really hot. I want to watch you
make love to Zeb when it is just the two of you. Zane will you let Zeb cum in your
mouth?
Zane, who has his feet dangling in the pool, reaches out a leg and uses his toes to play
with Zeb’s flaccid member. I don’t think my little brother can get a bone right now.
When he can I will drink everything his sacred orbs can produce.
Emma said cool I want to see that Emma stands up and as she does some of her brother
Zeb’s creamy semen leaks from her vagina.
Zane sees his brother’s semen leaking from Emma’s vagina.
Wow talk about cool. Zeb filled you up to the point that you are over flowing. Zane tells
her as he lightly strokes the back of her leg and pulls Emma to him. Zane gets on his
knees in front of his sexy little sister.
Emma gasps as Zane tenderly kisses the swollen lips of her labia. Emma feels a rush of
emotions as Zeb’s hot semen starts running down her leg. She watches in amazement as
Zane’s tongue darts out and licks her leg clean of Zeb’s essence. Zane kisses her labia
again only this time Emma feels his tongue penetrate her sacred place. Zane pleasures
her throbbing clitoris and Emma stifles a cry of pleasure. Emma cannot believe that her
sexy older brother is licking her most private place. A place filled with his brother’s hot
semen. Emma’s legs feel weak as Zane spreads the lips of her labia so that his tongue can
deeply probe her seed filled vagina. Emma’s body shudders from the intense pleasure
and knowing that Zane’s mouth is now full of Zeb’s essence.
As Zane drinks his fill of Zeb’s seed, Zane’s tongue moves to Emma’s tender young
clitoris. Each time his tongue swipes over her throbbing clit, Emma moans with pleasure.
Zane holds her tiny hips in his hands as he intensifies the licking. In moments Emma
pulls Zane’s face deeply into her sex and he feels her tiny body shudders as each wave of
a powerful orgasm washes over her.
Zane stands and takes Emma tenderly in his arms. He draws her into a tight embrace and
kisses her deeply. She feels his throbbing erection with the tip leaking precum on her
abs. Zane kisses her passionately and she tastes Zeb’s seed and her own juices on Zane’s
tongue.
Emma can tell from Zane’s rapid breathing that he is very turned on. Emma wraps her
arms around her big brother. Emma loves the feeling of their naked bodies pressing
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together. She feels Zane’s member slowly thrusting against her torso. Zane’s fingers
explore and pleasure her erect immature nipples. Emma feels Zane’s thrusting intensify.
Oh god Emma…you are so sexy…turn me on so much…need release so bad…oh
baby…can’t help it…gonna cum all over you. Zane groans as his boy member erupts and
covers Emma’s 10 year old body with his thick creamy semen. As his climax ends and
they separate, Emma sees that both of them are covered with his thick creamy boy seed.
Zeb climbs out of the pool and kisses Emma as he scoops up a finger full of Zane’s seed.
He offers Emma a taste. Her cute little tongue tentatively tastes Zane’s seed. She likes
his slightly salty taste. Zeb kneels in front of Emma and licks the remaining seed from
her. Zeb turns to Zane and licks all of the seed from his abs. Zeb takes Zane’s now
flaccid member and gently cleanses it with his tongue. He stands and kisses Zane
passionately.
You taste good bro! Zeb tells his twin.
Zane runs his fingers through Zeb’s blond hair while the fingers of his other hand lightly
stroke Zeb’s back. Zane grins at Zeb.
You taste good too! I want to be alone with you later so I can show you how much I love
you. Zane tells Zeb as he tenderly kisses his mirror image.
Mmmmm…that sounds good. Zeb says to Zane as his hand fondles his twin’s seed filled
orbs. I can’t wait. Zeb puts his arm around Zane and Emma and suggests they go for a
swim in the lake. Zane asks where Erika has gone and Zeb tells him that she and Dad
went inside a while ago.
Zeb, Zane and Emma start down the steps to the dock and they see that Uncle Tom is
mating with Karen. When they are half way down the steps they can tell that their Uncle
is filling their beautiful cousin with his incestuous semen.
The three cousins watch Karen and Uncle Tom as Karen’s orgasm rocks her 14 year old
body. Daddy…so hot…feels so good…oh yes…fill me with your cum…help me make a
baby for Mom.
Tom cannot believe that his beautiful 14 year old daughter is begging him to impregnate
her. Karen’s begging seems to intensify her father’s orgasm. His body is desperately
trying to drain every drop of his essence and fill her fertile womb with his seed.
Zane, Zeb and Emma look at each other not believing what they just heard. Karen wants
her father in impregnate her with the seed that made her.
As their climax ends, Tom kisses Karen and stands up. He sees his niece and nephews
standing on the dock with a shocked look on their face. Both boys have throbbing
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erections as they stand there before their uncle and cousin Karen. Karen leans up on her
elbows and smiles at her cousins.
I guess you heard me. Karen says.
All three of her cousins nod yes in unison.
Mom wants another baby but can’t get pregnant. So I am going to have a baby for her.
Daddy and Brian are trying to get me pregnant. Everybody in the family including Seth
has climaxed in me during my most fertile time. If I get pregnant we won’t know which
member of the family got me pregnant. The baby will be the whole family’s child.
Wow that is very sexy and very loving. Zane tells her.
Emma looks at Zeb. Am I going to get pregnant?
Zeb hugs her and kisses her cheek. No baby…you are too young to get pregnant.
Suddenly they hear their cousin Brian pounding down the dock. Brian yells out, the last
one in the lake has to suck me. All of the kids quickly dive off the end of the pier. Brian
is the last one to dive in the lake.
They all swim out to the floating dock. Pete the next door neighbor is watching from the
bushes on top of the hill. Pete has been watching Tom and Karen mate. His penis
exploded when he heard Karen ask her father to inseminate her. That was only a few
moments ago and now Pete is erect again as he watches these beautiful kids swim out to
the floating pier. He is entranced with the beauty of their sleek and naked bodies gliding
through the water toward the floating pier. Zane, Zeb, Karen and Emma arrive at the
same time and climb up on the floating pier.
Zane turns and sees that Brian is only about half way to the pier. Zane starts laughing
and points to Brian who is still in the lake. Yo…Dude…you were the last one in the
lake! I guess you have to suck yourself off. Zane tells Brian in a teasing fashion.
Ironically both Pete the neighbor and Tom, Brian’s dad, are watching and wondering if
Brian really can suck his own member. Both men are fully erect and stroking their
penises.
Brian blushes and grins. That kind of sucks, Brian says with a smirk. Brian puts his
hands flat on the floating pier and levers his sexy body out of the lake. As his loins clear
the edge of the dock it is apparent that he has a raging erection. Brian stand up and
shakes his blond hair to get the water out. He looks up at everyone with his huge grin.
Emma looks at her cousin’s member in awe. That is so cool she tells Brian. It is so big
and thick. Can I touch it? Emma asks Brian shyly.
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Brian sits down beside his 10 year old cousin and He runs his fingers through her blond
hair and looks into her blue eyes. He kisses Emma tenderly and tells her that she is now
his kissing cousin…and Emma that means that you can do anything you want to me.
Emma’s tiny index finger traces along Brian’s man size member. Wow it is so thick and
so big. Emma says as she tries to wrap her fingers around he cousin’s member. A huge
drop of precum leaks from the tip. Emma plays with the clear fluid. It is very slippery,
Emma tells Brian.
Brian leans back and enjoys the sensations his 10 year old cousin is causing as she
tenderly touches his penis.
Emma looks into Brian’s deep blue eyes and asks. Are you really going to suck yourself?
Brian nods his head yes. The others are amazed.
Another big drop of precum leaks from the tip and Brian bends forward and with a swipe
of his tongue licks his member clean.
No way Dude…this is so hot. Zeb says as he watches his cousin in amazement.
Brian turns to Zeb and Zane gives them his famous killer grin and says, you thought I
couldn’t do it…didn’t you?
That was pretty amazing. Zane tells Brian.
If you liked that, watch this. Brian tells the twins.
The twins, Karen and Emma watch Brian wide eyed.
Brian leans forward again and takes hold of the shaft of his member. He pulls at least 3”
of his 7.5” shaft into his mouth. He begins to suck the hard shaft stimulating his glans
and corona with his tongue. Brian then begins to bob his head up and down deeply
pleasuring his member as the kids, his dad and Pete watch him.
Brian starts slow and then develops a quicker rhythm. The pleasure that Brian feels from
his own mouth is intense. His body shivers with the pleasure. The kids hear Brian groan
as he kisses and licks the tip of his member.
Brian then begins to bob his head on his own organ at a frenzied pace. He groans with
his mouth closed over his member. His head bobbing becomes more deliberate. His loud
groans can only mean that his penis is erupting hot semen into his mouth. Everyone can
tell that the boy is experiencing a powerful orgasm and he is ejaculating into his own
mouth. After a few moments his orgasm begins to subside. As Brian stops and sits up he
is in a post orgasmic haze. His eyes are glazed with pleasure and passion.
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Pete and Tom are both masturbating furiously as they watched the boy fill his own mouth
with seed. They hear Zeb ask Brian about the experience.
No way…you didn’t really cum in your own mouth did you? Zeb asks Brian.
Brian grins at him and opens his mouth. His tongue is covered with a huge amount of his
thick creamy seed. Both Pete and Tom groan as their penises spray their seed on the
ground.
Bri that was really hot. Zane tells Brian. Zane’s penis is throbbing as he leans over and
kisses his cousin. The kiss is magical and Zane loves the taste of Brian’s hot semen.
What is it like? Zeb asks his twin.
Zane leans over and kisses his brother. He transfers about half of Brian’s semen to his
brother. Zane give his brother a hand up and takes him into his arms. As the brothers
kiss Zeb begins to fondle Zane’s throbbing member. Zeb leans back for a moment and
takes in the beauty of his brother’s face. Zeb runs his fingers through Zane’s shaggy
blond hair and looks deeply into Zane’s lust filled eyes. His finger tips explore Zane’s
erect nipples as he wraps his arms around Zane’s neck and pulls him into a tight embrace.
Zane’s hands are roaming all over his brother’s body. Zane feel Zeb’s erection pressed
against him. Zane feels Zeb’s member throbbing.
Zeb drops to his knees and begins to lick and kiss his brother’s erection. This is as close
as Zeb will ever get to sucking himself. Zeb has known for a long time that he is bisexual
and he has had fantasies about making love to his brother. Mating with his Dad and
Brother earlier was really sexy…but this…this is something special. It is something that
only he and Zane share. As Zeb sucks his brother he thinks about the fact that only a
week ago they had never even touched each other sexually. Now he is on his knees
sucking his twin brother.
Zane loves Zeb more than he could ever describe. Zane pulls Zeb down on the floating
dock and moves in to a 69 position. Zane wants to show Zeb just how much he loves
him. He wants to give his “little brother” a magical experience to remember.
Zeb studies Zane’s perfect member. It is as if he wants to memorize ever vein, ridge and
crease. Zeb begins to lick Zane’s erection as if it is an ice cream cone. Zeb begins long,
slow, sensuous licks that each creates unimaginable pleasure for Zane.
Man…Zeb that feels awesome. Zane tells his brother before taking one of his brother’s
testicles in his mouth. Zane gently sucks and explores the seed filled orb. Zane hears
Zeb moan his approval.
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Zeb senses that Zane is close to a climax. He begins to explore Zane’s other sacred
spaces. Zeb wants to explore the perineum because he knows how sensitive Zane is to
being touched there.
Zane moans loudly as Zeb’s tongue explores the space behind his scrotum. Zane cannot
believe that he feels his brother’s tongue approaching his rosebud.
Oh god Zeb….that is so hot…oh yes. Zane cries out as Zeb’s hot tongue explores him.
Zeb’s tongue is lapping his brother’s sacred entrance. Zeb cannot resist and begins to
penetrate Zane with his tongue.
Zane is gasping from the pleasure of the contact and penetration. Every nerve ending in
Zane’s body is on fire with pleasure. Zane takes Zeb’s member deep in his throat. He
fights the gag reflex and begins to bob his head in a rhythm that can only result in a
fountain of hot semen.
It is Zeb’s turn to groan and moan as the pleasures wash over his young body.
Zeb feels himself slipping rapidly to the point of no return. Zeb grabs Zane’s beautiful
shaft and takes him deep in his throat.
This is a magical moment for the twins. They are finally sexually united as one with their
passions building to a fevered pitch. Each is trying to give his brother the maximum
pleasure possible.
As Brian, Karen and Emma watch, the brotherly mating is amazing because the twin’s
actions are now perfectly synchronized. Their lean magnificent bodies are a feast for the
eyes. The twins’ hands move instinctively to stimulate their partner in exactly the places
that bring the most pleasure. The pleasure that each brother feels is exquisitely painful in
its intensity. Each twin feels his brother’s approaching orgasm. Their testicles cry out
for release.
The boys are rapidly building toward orgasm. Zane and Zeb’s movements are now
perfectly synchronized. It is as if the boys are making love to a mirror. Brian watches
them closely and is astounded when he hears both boys groan at precisely the same
moment. It is a groan of pure pleasure. He watches the brothers as they simultaneously
take hold of the hips of their partner. They each pull the other partner’s hip forward
increasing penis penetration at the moment of climax. He sees each boy’s hip flex as he
begins to face fuck his twin brother. As the thrusting increases, it is clear that each of
the brothers is drinking the other’s hot boy seed.
As Brian and Emma watch the perfectly synchronized mating of the twins, Brian starts to
run his fingers over his beautiful 10 year old cousin Emma who is standing next to him.
Brian looks into Emma’s deep blue eyes as he parts her labia with his finger and begins
to explore her. The expression on her delicate young face tells Brian just how much
pleasure Emma is receiving from his touch. Brian has often had fantasies about making
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love to a prepubescent girl. Here in front of him is this beautiful girl child stark naked
and wanting him to touch her delicate body. It is awesome to be able to play with her
beautiful body and know how much she is enjoying it. As Brian thinks about all of this,
Emma leans forward for her sexy older cousin to kiss her. Brian holds Emma’s tiny body
tightly against his as he kisses her passionately. His fingers comb through her hair as
their kiss continued. Brian cannot believe it, but his penis is rock hard again.
The twins momentarily lie still in post orgasmic bliss. Each boy’s mouth is filled with
his identical twin’s semen. Zeb moves around so that they can kiss. Zeb pulls Zane into
a loving embrace and they kiss passionately mixing their identical seed. They are lost in
their own world.
Brian breaks their kiss and tenderly kisses Emma’s forehead. As he leans back a bit,
Brian watches Emma play with his newly erect member. She leans down and kisses her
cousin’s throbbing cock. Brian watches entranced as her little tongue begins to toy with
the tip of his throbbing member. Brian gasps at the pleasure she brings him. As he gasps
Brian releases another drop of precum and Emma licks it clean.
Emma takes Brian’s hand and leads him over on the other side of the floating pier by her
brothers. The twins’ bodies are still lustfully entangled and their passionate seed sharing
kiss continues.
Emma has Brian lie on his back and she straddles him. As Emma sits astride her sexy
cousin, her fingers begin to toy with his erect nipples. She feels his penis throb against
her hips as she stimulates him.
Zeb and Zane break their kiss and look at Emma with alarm. They are afraid she will
hurt herself mating with Brian’s member.
Brian’s erection is leaking a steady and large stream of precum when Emma leans back
against it. She moans as she guides the tip to the entrance of her sacred place. Emma,
mature beyond her years, has been daydreaming about having Brian’s awesome member
deep inside her. She wants to make love to this beautiful sexy boy more than anything
else in the world. She shivers as the tip of his manhood makes contact with her throbbing
clitoris. Emma begins to slowly and very deliberately slide down Brian’s huge member.
Brian’s erection is about 3” in to her when it stretches her to the max. She cries out as
the stretching momentarily becomes painful. Zeb is ready to pull her off Brian. The
physical and psychological pleasure that Brian experiences is beyond description. Here
is a beautiful child literally impaling herself on his member. Her tiny vagina is so tight
that several times Brian has been on the verge of an orgasm. When Emma cried out in
pain it took Brian’s pleasure to a whole new level. While he never wanted to hurt Emma,
the fact that she is willing to endure pain to mate with him is a powerful aphrodisiac.
Brian reaches out and lightly strokes her erect clitoris with his one hand. The other hand
plays with her immature nipples. Brian feels the heat in her vagina increase and feels a
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flood of Emma’s juices flow over the tip of his member. He feels her begin again to
descend on his member.
Emma glances at Zeb and sees the worried look on his face. As Zeb is about to get up
and pull Emma off Brian’s manhood, he watches as she slides further down until their
bodies completely merge. The twins are astounded as the little girl slowly but surely
takes all of her cousin’s thick long member.
Emma pinches Brian’s nipples hard as she takes the last inch of his member. Brian gasps
as the heat and snugness of her sex engulf him. She smiles as she feels Brian’s pubic hair
against her pubis. She is mating with this beautiful young hunk.
Brian cannot believe how tight the beautiful little blond girl is. In moments she has him
gasping for breath. As Emma begins to ride up and down on his erection she feels her
own orgasm approach. Brian feels every tiny ridge in her vagina stimulate his corona.
The feeling is unique. It is as if each sexual stimulation triggers nerve endings all over
his body. The tension in his loins reaches the point of no return. He feels his body begin
to quake with pleasure and his hips lift off the deck to bury his penis even deeper in her
hot vagina.
Emma continues to pump his throbbing member in and out of her tight young vagina.
Emma hears Brian cry out and feels his hips buck up off the decking of the floating pier.
His scalding hot semen coat her womb. She feel her own body begin to shudder and
shake with the most violent orgasm yet. The thought of Brian’s hot creamy semen
ejaculating deep into her unprotected womb causes the intensity of her orgasm to
increase. Emma squeezes her loins to milk every drop of semen from the sexy boy below
her. Brian thrusts again and again filling the nymph with his seed. They are soon both
spent.
Bruce is busily photographing Emma and Brian’s orgasm with a telephoto lens when the
cell phone in his cargo shorts rings. Bruce looks at his phone and sees that it is Jack
Kingman calling. Bruce suddenly realizes that he has had Jack’s jet sitting at the airport
waiting on him for two days. Bruce hopes that his friend the world famous fashion
designer is not upset. Bruce walks down the front sidewalk toward the house. He sits
down in a chair and looking out at the lake as he answers the call.
Bruce how are you? Jack asks him.
You won’t believe it. Bruce tells him.
Jack this has been the most amazing 2 days of my life. Bruce explains.
Bruce spends the next 20 minutes telling Jack about the kids and explaining just how
sexy the experience has been. At the end of the conversation Bruce promises to send
Jack an encrypted file with some sample photos.
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Do you think there is any way to get my family involved? Jack asks Bruce.
Bruce quickly flashes back on the photo shoot 15 years ago for Jack’s couture line. Bruce
watched Jack fall head over heels for the beautiful Irish lass, Megan. She was exotic.
She had beautiful strawberry blond hair and the tiny figure of a preteen. Her work permit
said that she had just turned 16. She looked as if puberty had barely touched her. He
found out later that she was really 14. Bruce remembers watching them leave his studio
after the shoot. Megan and her mother Iona left for dinner with Jack. Megan was
wearing a $10,000 couture dress and about a million dollars of loaned jewelry. Three
months later they were married and what a stir that caused….Jack’s beautiful bride was
14 years old and pregnant.
Bruce…Bruce…are you there? Jack asks.
Oh yeah…sorry I was just daydreaming about the day you and Megan met. I think we
can get your family involved but it may take a little time. These two families are just
beginning to bond. I think a trip to New York might be just the thing. Bruce tells Jack.
Jack asks Bruce what the kids are like.
Bruce begins to describe Brian.
Jack, I know that you think that Zeb and Zane are the two hottest male models in the
business, but Brian is even more amazing. And Jack…the 15 year old boy has a 7 ½”
member. You will not believe how thick it is. The kid is a wet dream looking for a place
to happen.
There are also 3 girls 10, 12 and 14 and all of them are knock outs.
I cannot wait to see the photos. Jack tells him.
I will send them to you encrypted so that there is no chance that anyone else will see
them. Bruce tells Jack the password. Bruce tells Jack that he will call him later in the
week.
I suppose that Andrew must love this. He is there with three gorgeous boys. Jack says to
Bruce.
I think Andrew has fallen for Seth, Brian’s 12 year old brother. Seth took Andrew as his
first gay lover. It was the most beautiful thing I have ever seen. It was so hot to watch
Andrew make love to this beautiful boy and to watch the boy beg Andrew to fuck him
harder.
And these kids make love to each other? Jack asks.
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Yes and they make love with their parents too. Brian mating with his mother this
morning was breath taking.
Oh my…that must have been hot. I am so hard that my erection hurts. Jack tells Bruce.
Bruce heard the sound of Jack’s zipper and then the sound of skin slapping skin as Jack
begins to masturbate. They must have a tremendous supply of condoms. Jack says to
Bruce.
That is the most amazing thing. I watched Zane take his 12 year old sister’s virginity last
night. The boy pierced her hymen. He thrust into her again and again. I wanted to ask
about protection but did not want to spoil the beauty of the moment. I watched his
beautiful face until I saw the look of pleasure and his moans. He thrust again and again
into her until he filled her with every drop of his incestuous seed. A little later I had the
chance to ask their father, who is a doctor, what they were using for protection. He told
me nothing. This morning I watch the father mate with his 12 year old daughter. It was
spectacular. He managed to bring her to several orgasms…almost torturing her until he
had her begging for his hot seed.
Bruce hears a strangled cry over the phone.
Oh god Bruce that story made me cum all over myself. I have not had an orgasm that
powerful in a long time. Please send me the pictures as soon as you can.
I will Jack…just as soon as I can. Bruce tells him. Let me let you go so that you can
clean up.
A note to my readers:

I hope you are enjoying Cousins Cum. In this chapter we start to learn more about Jack
Kingman, the world famous fashion designer. We are going to pause Cousins Cum to
learn more about Jack Kingman and his young bride. We will turn back the clock 15
years to the day Jack and a young Irish fashion model meet. It is a very hot story that is a
prequel to Cousins Cum (Star Wars isn’t the only one that can do a prequel). Once you
get to know Jack Kingman and his family you will want them to meet Tom and Mike’s
families.
Please let me know what you think about the latest chapter of Cousins Cum by sending
me an email at mack1137@gmail.com .
If you have not taken the time to respond to the poll about Sex with Family Members
please visit mack1137.blogspot.com and cast your vote. The results so far surprised me.
Of the people who have voted, about two thirds have had sex with a family member.
Most of them had sex with a brother, sister or cousin. Almost everyone described the sex
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with family as being good or great and it either made them closer or did not affect their
relationship.
Many readers have shared details of their personal experiences with family sex either
privately via email (mack1137@gmail.com) or in comments posted on the website
(Magician and Mitch Ryan). All of those who have written describe consensual
situations that were beautiful. I have no idea how widespread these positive relationships
are, but I am beginning to suspect that there are a lot of people that have had intense and
loving relationships with members of their family.
I have shared some of my early sexual experiences on this blog
(http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com/about/ and My post about Have You Had a Positive
Sexual Experience with Family). For a long time I wondered if I was the only young
person that had marvelous sexual experiences with friends and family as a preteen and
teen. I was never forced to have sex. I enjoyed it and I always knew that if there was
something that I did not want to do I could stop it at any time. I would love to hear your
thoughts and personal experiences. Please email me (mack1137@gmail.com) or post a
comment on the blog (mack1137.sensualwriter.com).
Thanks
Mack
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